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When you think of (or feel) sexuality, you easily and understandably locate this in the 

second chakra or life-sphere (in case you have some overview of the various life-spheres). 
Why then does my penis grow hard when a woman opens up in, for instance, the 6th life 
sphere, the one where consciousness is situated? At the very least this should make you think 
– or realize – that, apparently, sexuality is not separate from other life-spheres. In fact, the 
more Whole you are, the more the various life-spheres are connected ‘and’ the less blocks 
there are in between, the more you will find that sexuality is not a sphere for its own sake, 
with its own ‘walls’ or borders around it. Oppositely, the more you’ll feel separate, from 
others, from various life-spheres, the more sexuality seems to lead its own life. It’s true, it can 
still function and possibly well, and thus from a medical point of view nothing is wrong. Yet, 
if it is isolated, cut off from other life-spheres such as love, communication, consciousness 
and a sense of oneness, it is handicapped, to whatever extent. The penis and the vagina are 
naturally part of the Whole and not an instrument of sexuality. They’re no instrument. 

The point I make here is all the more outstanding if the (just mentioned) higher life 
spheres are more included in the whole human process of Man and Woman that includes 
sexuality as well. If sexuality is not totally isolated – it rarely is radically isolated – then still 
the situation is more common that sexual feelings are aroused by something triggered in the 
first or third life sphere, related to safety or power, grossly speaking, if not directly by a 
strong sexual presence itself. This is understandable, for the first and third chakras are located 
closest to the realm of sexuality. Also, they are, like sexuality, of a more earthly nature than 
the higher spheres. Not many people ‘manage to’ – if there is any attempt or recognition at all 
to (want to) – transcend the very common knot between the third and the fourth chakra, the 
base knot where the higher spiritual and the lower, earthlier spheres are separated. 

I see people, men and women alike, groping in the dark when it is about sexuality. 
Yet, you don’t need a position regarding sexuality. In principle, if you free yourself of all 
limiting blocks, if you are Willing Beyond yourself to See the Truth, the One as Two, 
sexuality will find its proper, natural place in the Whole, and it doesn’t need to grope in the 
dark. Sexuality that is cut off from other life spheres ‘thinks’ it likes this groping, this blind 
search, this urge for satisfaction of lust. But if the various life spheres become (more and 
more) One, this groping will be recognized as pain, as a form of suffering. Groping in the 
sexual realm as such will be recognized as a form of how to get rid of undetected Pain. Lack 
of Clarity is – a usually unrecognized form of – suffering. 

Becoming aware of blocks, of knots, of structural tensions in the body is a very useful 
and almost indispensable step in freeing oneself, including freeing sexuality from its prison, 
into the Whole. Becoming Conscious of whatever limitation, being honest, is the most 
important step in general. It frees the prisoner that up to then had to enjoy itself in its own 
world. 

Sexuality is not primarily about enjoying, unlike we increasingly learn in the current 
society in which ego celebrates itself high time. It is not about enjoying individually or – 
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perhaps better – together, nor about getting a climax or ejaculation (or even an orgasmic 
state). In fact, it is not about anything. Sexuality is a natural response in a Process of Man and 
Woman. If sexuality is ‘just’ an integral part in the Whole, it is part of giving up on yourself – 
instead of getting something for yourself. It is a surrender into What is beyond yourself, into 
the Whole – via a or the beloved. 

All this is in principle so. In the common reality of humanity sexuality is part of the 
usual (and usually unrecognized) cramp of the world and it is enjoyable to (try to) get rid of 
some of the cramp. The cramp comes in the form of joy. It seems better than nothing. If you 
can’t release the world of its cramp, then at least some of your own cramp can be released – 
and that again and again, for the cramp returns again and again, for it never really went away. 

In Truth, in a Natural Order of Things, Low bows for High – and, beyond this, the Part 
for the Whole. In a holistic presence, sexuality is mainly triggered by higher happenings. 
Something happens in the Higher spheres and this can trickle down to the Lower spheres. 
Trying the opposite, (mis)using sexuality for reaching higher states, doesn’t work, in principle 
– even though there can be rare individuals who function differently anyway and for them 
almost everything can work, for it is already Something Else that works through them, not the 
(specific, whatever) activity itself. 

People are usually in a hurry, if it comes to manifestation. Instead of waiting for a 
natural ‘trickle down’ effect, they already want the result without the original evoker – let’s 
call it Love – being Obvious. They want the (desired) Form already without it being backed 
by and originated in the Formless. 

Not saying by all this that ‘therefore’ you – unless by your Nature you are extremely 
faithful to It (and you are able to subtly feel through the blocks between the chakras) – have to 
wait for perfect Love to experiment with sexuality (as such, or aroused by other lower spheres 
of life) – but at least be aware of ‘something missing’, something not being Whole (yet), and 
you can be aware ‘even’ during the sexual activity itself. Then, with this humble(r) attitude of 
being Open to the Whole, the lack can bring you to the Whole – albeit not without trouble and 
struggle, which (especially for women) also includes sooner or later being confronted with 
(feelings related to) your submission to sexuality ‘prematurely’, before the Beloved was Clear 
and There, before merely physical-sexual maturity could be given back to the Whole, to 
Deeper Maturity. 

Yes, the (non-separate) penis erects from Consciousness entering the Body of a 
woman. Because the Body is no body, It is not a thing. It is It. As long as you prefer sexuality 
to be happening in the Dark and to run after or sneak after your supposed self-interests in 
there, you won’t Know this. The Light of Consciousness, however, doesn’t discriminate. It is 
not interested in your cramp around sexuality. It Shines Light. It Shines Light on the penis 
and the balls, on the vagina and the ovaries. Your cramp around sexuality is only there 
because you consider them forms. They are no forms. They show how the Universe Works – 
how Life Works, how Duality Works, through us. 

You can’t Release yourself through sexuality, only through Seeing, through 
Understanding. Free yourself – if this were so easy… – from all possible blocks (not only by 
energetic processes but also, and even primarily, by Radical Understanding, Radical 
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Dedication to Truth beyond yourself) and follow the penis going up – and down. You don’t 
have to interfere. You (can but certainly) don’t have to go into sex when the penis happens to 
be in the erected position. Feel-follow Consciously and sooner or later the Formless and the 
Form will appear to be One. 


